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FRAME targets mid-sized banks for 50% stake sale, chairman says  
 
Switzerland-based FRAME Asset Management S.A is looking to engage strategic investors in an effort to 
raise EUR 5m from a 50% stake sale, chairman Michele De Michelis said. 
The company, which specializes in asset management with headquarters in Lugano, wants to take strategic 
investors onboard to unlock distribution synergies, the chairman said. 
Ideal investors include medium-sized private banks lacking a dedicated asset management division, with EUR 
40m to EUR 50m free capital and EUR 1bn to EUR 5bn funds under management, De Michelis said. Additionally, 
he mentioned banking institutions with a solid retail network as attractive partners helping FRAME enhance its 
distribution channel. 
The asset management firm has EUR 356m funds under management. It aims to hit an overall EUR 1bn funds 
under its responsibility in the next ten years, the chairman said. 
Management will entertain advisory approaches to execute a stake sale, De Michelis said. He recalled previous 
approaches from interested parties which were not deemed satisfactory. FRAME has yet to identify the “right 
partners”, he stressed. 
FRAME is controlled by six private individuals holding a joint 60%. They are closely connected to the banking 
industry as most of them previously acted as private bankers, De Michelis said. The remaining 40% is held by 
ten private investors holding 1% to 12% shares each. 
De Michelis holds a 10% stake. He wants to continue running the business and retain 60% of the voting rights. 
FRAME reported EUR 3m turnover in 2012 with 15% EBITDA margins. Its services portfolio will include 
consulting, advisory and brokerage services within ten years, De Michelis said. As part of its growth plans, the 
company will also start distributing funds to the retail banking channel, he said. 
FRAME has a headcount of 14. It was established in 2002. 
 
	  


